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A New 0rient?
U.S. pressure against China and Russia

a stronger Sino-Russian relationship ffi
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hen China and Russia finalty reached
their long-sought-after gas deal in May

after a decade of negotiations, many in

the Westem media exclaimed that a new Orient
is on the horizon.

On May 21, under the witness of Chinese
President Xi Jinping and Russian President
Vladimir Putin on the sidelines of the Fourth
Summit :t the Co"fe-eice on lnteraction

=-: l.-'::^:: l- : rq Measlres in Asia
- S-.-n-: . :^: i,,,roiountries signed
:-: l- -: :-: Russia Purchase and Sales
l:-:-::::-:^e East Route Gas Projectand a

-:- r'a^.'!.irn. According to the documents,
:;-,e 3o-year deal will see Russia's east route
pipeline begin providing China with 3B billion
cubic meters of natural gas annually from
2018, with a total value of $400 billion.

Putin's trip in May was his first visit
to China since President Xi took power,
but it was their seventh meeting within a
'1 5-month period. ln March 2013, shortly
after taking office as Chinese president, Xi
chose Russia as the first stop of his inaugural
trip abroad as China's head of state. Xi's trip
was widely interpreted as a signal that China
is adjusting its foreign strategy from primarily
engaging with the Pacifrc Ocean in the east
to paying equal attention to both its east and
its west. After more than a year of intensive
communication, China and Russia have
taken their all-round strategic partnership
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to delimit the boundary between

NATO and Russia. However, the
move cannot form a substantial
deterrence to Russia but rather
adds new proof for the overall
decline of the West in the world
pattern. Putin is now trying to ease

anxiety in the global community
over worries that Russia maY fur-
ther seek to divide Ukraine into
two parts-just not under the
command oftheWesL

With the collective rise of
emerging economies, the ProPor-
tion of the total GDP of the G7 in

the world has droPPed from its
peak of 70 percent to less than
50 percent. The era of Western
dominance is gone forever. Russia,

despite losing the membershiP
of the G8 by which it could PlaY a

unique role as a bridge between
emerging economies and the
West, can still exert influence
through international organiza-
tions such as BRICS, the GrouP

of 20, the Commonwealth of
lndependent States, the Eurasian

Union, the Shanghai CooPeration
Organization as well as its partner
ship with China.

Tripartite ties
Observers are closelY watch-
ing the complex interactions
among China, Russia and the
United States with keen interest,
looking for hints of changes of
the power balance. lf a new pattern emerges,
these three countrles are sure to be at the
center of the action.

The three-way relations between China,

Russia and the United States are emerging
as the most strategic trilateral relationship
in the world. They also form the framework
of dominant powers' relationships in a multi-
polar world. These relations are marked by

a tripartite balance of forces' Notably, the
three do not constitute an equilateral trian-
gle. From a strategic and military perspective,

Russia and the United States are two big
nuclear powers as well as military Siants
while China possesses only a small-scale nu-

clear arsenal and relatively poor armament
systems. ln the economic arena, the United
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States and China are leading global players

while Russia acts in a supporting role'
Duringthe Cold War, Ctrina fell between the

cracks of the two superpo /ers and ultimately
chose to lean to the United States. Now China

can no longer exploit rivalry between two op-
posing camps but it has gained the ability to
actively leverage competing interests, thus
influencing the power balance'

Neither China nor Russia is willing to see the

world dominated by a sole superpower. They

hope to strengthen their position in dealingWth
the United States by deepening cooperation
with each other. This is the fundamental reason

why China and Russia are embracing each
other. But both countries have no intention
for an 'bll-out confrontatixr" with the United

States. A "new Orienf might have already

come into being but a "China-

Russia alliance" targeting the
United States is a figment of
scaremongers' imagination.

At the height of the
Ukrainian crisis, desPite hav-

ing sympathy for Russia's
being besieged by the U.S.-

led bloc, China disagreed
with Russia's annexation of
Crimea as it violated interna-
tional law. Therefore, China
abstained in UN votes on rel-

evant issues. ln MaY, shortlY
after Petro Poroshenko won
the Ukrainian Presidential
election, President Xi sent a

note of congratulations.
The United States, which

is still battling the aftermath
of the global financial crisis as

well as multiple wars, cannot
afford a "new Cold War." As an

aggressive superPower since
the end of the Cold War, the
country is on the decline. A
world full of challenges and
conflicts is a living reality for all

the major powers. Thus, the
three-way relationship amonB
China, Russia and the United
States will eventuallY retum to
mutual communication and
peaceful cooperation.

At a seminar hosted bY

the Washington, D.C.-based
Center for Strategic and
lnternational Studies in earlY

June, former U.S. National
Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, who
advocated actively ioining hands with China

to combat the Soviet Union during the Cold

War, noted that the future of the relationship
between China, Russia and the United States

depends on whether Washington and Beiling

will continue to strengthen cooperation. This
question will affect the future direction of
the China-Russia relationshiP. r
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POWERFUL PAIR: Chis{ffi President Xi.linpinS holds a

welcoming ceremony for Russian President Vladimir Putin

prior to their talks in Shanghai on May 20
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